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they are again beginning to support the Zulu king. He is recognized legally only as the head of a small tribe in Nongoma district, though Government recognizes his superior status and through him speaks to, and hears from, the Zulu people.   He has been used on several occasions to settle disputes in other tribes and always gets precedence over other chiefs. The present Regent is Government's  nominee  to  the  Union  Native   Representative Council.  Government thus recognizes the continued existence of the Zulu nation.  The strength of Zulu nationalism is growing after a period of weakness. The head of the royal house is again the king (tnkosi); other chiefs are abantwana (princes) or abanum-zana (big people).   He exercises influence, aside from what Government allows him, in other tribes. Nearly all the tribes of Zululand and Natal and some in the Transvaal acknowledge him as their king, though many of them were never ruled by the kings and fought in various wars for the whites against them. The king's present power is partly due to the fact that he symbolizes the great tradition of the Zulu kings, which gives the Zulu their greatness as against other peoples, such as the Swazi.   Bantu national loyalties, pride, and antagonisms are still strong despite a growing sense of black unity.   The king's power is also part of the reaction against white domination, for the Zulu feel that he has the ear of Government and therefore power to help them in their present difficulties, and that he has the courage and strength to oppose Government.   Nevertheless, under Government each chief is independent. Jealousy and desire for power still divide the chiefs, but only the Mandlakazi and Qwabe chiefs are jealous of the king, though he could not get all the tribes to adopt his nominee to represent the Natal Natives in the Union Senate; but other chiefs, find that, as representatives* of the king, their position among their people is stronger than it is as independent Government chiefs.   As such, their people suspect them of being afraid to criticize Government.   The allegiance they give the king varies from constant consultation to recognition when he travels.   All Zulu crowd to see him when they can and heap gifts on him.
Within a tribe there remains the divisions into sections under brothers of the chief or indunas which sometimes leads to fighting. The chief must rule according to tradition or the tribe will support his brothers and weaken his court, though the magistrate is, as pointed out, the strongest sanction on misrule. If a chief palters

